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Influence of surface treatment on the smectic ordering within porous glass
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The influence of the surface treatment on the Sm-A–N phase transition of the 8CB~octylcyanobiphenyl!
liquid crystal confined to controlled pore glass~CPG! matrices is studied. The characteristic linear size of voids
in the chosen CPG matrix is 0.2mm. The voids’ surface was either nontreated or silane treated enforcing
tangential or homeotropic anchoring, respectively. In both cases the x-ray measurements reveal a qualitative
change of the temperature dependence of the smectic order-parameter correlation length in comparison to the
bulk sample. In addition, the apparent smectic pretransitional ordering is observed for the silane-treated
sample. A theoretical description based on the Landau-de Gennes type approach is developed to explain the
experimental data. The surface positional anchoring strength of the silane-treated sample is estimated to be of
the order of 1024 J/m2 and at least 100 times weaker for the nontreated case.

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smectic-A ~Sm-A! liquid crystals ~LC! are the least or-
dered phase of all smectic mesophases. A typical repre
tative @1# consists of a stack of equally spaced layers of m
ecules aligned along the layer normal. The interla
interactions are weak as compared to the interlayer inte
tions. Consequently the Sm-A phase exhibits two-
dimensional~2D! liquidlike behavior in the layer plane and
1D solidlike one along the stratification direction. In rece
years there has been an increasing interest for the stud
confined Sm-A in different nontrivial geometries@2# making
use of the extreme sensitivity@1,3# of smectic positional or-
dering on surface induced perturbations. These studies re
unanswered questions concerning the influence of sur
phenomena~anchoring, wetting!, finite-size effects, and ran
domness on thermodynamic properties of a confined sys
Apart from simple planar and cylindrical confinements~e.g.,
anopore membranes@4#! controlled-pore glasses~CPG! @5#,
millipore membranes@6#, or aerogels@7,8# are often used.
Experimental studies reveal dramatic changes~e.g., change
of critical behavior, temperature shift, or even cancellation
the bulkN–Sm-A phase transition! in comparison to the bulk
behavior as the typical linear cavity sizeR approaches the
smectic correlation lengthj. It has been shown that in con
fining matrices with a relatively strong geometrically i
duced disorder~high-density aerogels@7,8#, millipore mem-
branes@6#! randomness plays a dominant role. Less is kno
in cases with a weak but finite degree of randomness@3,9,10#
realized, e.g., in CPG matrices. Several theoretical stu
predict a disappearance of the bulk Sm-A quasi-long-range
positional order even for weak geometrically induced dis
der @3,9,10#. Consequently a new thermodynamically stab
phase~the so-called Bragg glass phase@9,10#! is predicted.
In addition pretransitional~wetting! phenomena are expecte
@11–17# if the coupling between the smectic density wa
and the surface potential is strong enough.

In order to contribute to the understanding of some
these open questions, we decided to study the phase beh
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/718~8!/$15.00
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of nematic and smectic liquid crystals confined to CPG m
trices. In previous studies@5,18# we analyzed hysteresis phe
nomena, influence of confinement size, and surface treatm
on the phase behavior ofnCB LC (n55,8) using deuterium
nuclear magnetic resonance. With this technique an effec
nematic degree of ordering can be inferred from the abso
tion spectrum. It can only yield indirect information o
smectic ordering due to the coupling between smectic
nematic degrees of freedom@19,20#. But as shown in Ref.
@18# this coupling allows only rough estimates of smec
ordering in CPG samples. For a better determination
smectic ordering, a method is needed that directly pro
smectic layers. For this purpose we present, in this paper
x-ray study of the evolution of the smectic A ordering of th
8CB ~octylcyanobiphenyl! liquid crystal confined to a
controlled-pore glass of a typical effective void radiusR
50.2mm. In the experiment the CPG void’s surface w
either nontreated or treated with silane. We focus on
temperature evolution of the smectic correlation length a
the pretransitional smectic partial wetting observed in
silane-treated sample. Some preliminary results of this pa
were published in Ref.@21#.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
present the experimental setup and measurements. In Se
the theoretical background is given. The results are discus
in Sec. IV and a possible role of dislocations in Sec. V. T
conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

A CPG matrix consists of voids resembling@22# curved
cylinders. The cross section of voids is roughly spheri
with well-defined effective radiusR. The voids are randomly
interconnected and curved. The average distanceRi between
adjacent interconnections and the average curvature ra
Rc is larger but roughly of the same order asR ~i.e., typically
1,Rc /R,10 and 1,Ri /R,Rc /R). The voids surface is
smooth even on the nm scale@18#. It is believed@18,22# that
the nontreated CPG voids’ surface enforces LC molecule
718 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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lie in its plane~the so-called tangentional anchoring@23#!.
The corresponding orientational anchoring strength is e
mated@5# to be larger than 1025 J/m2.

In our paper we used CPG matrices with a monodisper
radiusR5(200620) nm. The voids’ surface was either no
treated or silane treated. The silane coating is known to
force relatively strong homeotropic anchoring@18# in which
molecules tend to orient along the surface normal.

We measured a small angle x-ray scattering pattern of
bulk, silane-treated and nontreated sample between 20
50 °C at the Austrian small angle x-ray scattering beam
of the Elettra Synchrotrone in Trieste@24#. A smectic peak
was observed at the inverse distance between the sm
layers in the smectic A phase. The amplitude of this pea
proportional to the average degree of smectic ordering in
observed sample. When the line shape is fitted to a Lore
ian, the linewidth reveals the smectic correlation lengthj of
the confined liquid crystal, and the position of the line giv
the distance between the neighboring smectic layers@7#.

In Fig. 1~a! we show the temperature evolution of th
smectic degree of ordering for the nontreated, silane-tre
and bulk sample. The amplitudeh of smectic ordering is
given in arbitrary units. The qualitative temperature dep
dencies of the order parameterh5h(T) in the bulk and in
the nontreated sample are similar. The silane-treated sa
clearly shows smectic pretransitional phenomena. The t

FIG. 1. Temperature evolution of the smectic ordering.~a! h
5h(T), ~b! j5j(T).
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perature dependence of the smectic correlation length@Fig.
1~b!# in both confined samples dramatically departs from
bulk behavior.

III. THEORY

A. Free energy

In order to describe the observed behavior, we use
Landau–de Gennes type phenomenological approach.
orientational ordering within layers is given by the uniax
nematic director fieldn pointing along the local average or
entation of rodlike LC molecules. In the Sm-A phasen tends
to be aligned along the layer normal. Because in our case
temperature interval of the stable bulk Sm-A phase is well
below the nematic-isotropic phase transition, we can sa
assume a constant value of the nematic orientational o
parameter@25#.

We describe the smectic degree of ordering with the co
plex smectic order parameterc5heif. The smectic posi-
tional order parameterh determines the degree of smect
ordering and the phase factorf, the position of smectic lay-
ers. In this single harmonic approximation@1,26# c is related
to the molecular densitys ass5s0(11c1c* ), wheres0
determines the mean density of the smectic.

In terms of these continuum fields we express the f
energy of a Sm-A phase as@1,27,28#

F5E E
V
E ~ f e

~n!1 f h
~s!1 f e

~s!!d3r 1E
d
E

V
~ f a

~n!1 f a
~s!!d2r ,

~1!

wheredV determines the boundary of the confining volum
V. The quantitiesf j

( i ) stand for the free-energy densitie
where the superscripti determines either the nematic~n! or
smectic ~s! component and the subscriptj determines the
elastic~e!, the homogeneous~h!, or the surface anchoring~a!
contribution.

The nematic elastic term, expressed in the single ela
constantK approximation as

f e
~n!5

K

2
@~“•n!21~¹3n!2# ~2a!

tends to enforce homogeneous orientational ordering.
The amplitude of the smectic order parameter in the

constrained Sm-A LC is determined by the homogeneou
smectic term

f h
~s!5a0

T2TNA

TNA
h21

b

2
h4. ~2b!

The quantitiesa0 ,b are the material constants andTNA is the
temperature of the bulk continuousN–Sm-A phase transi-
tion.

The smectic elastic term

f e
~s!5Ciu~n•“2 iq0!cu21C'u~n3“ !cu2 ~2c!

consists of compressibility and bending terms weighted w
the smectic elastic constantsCi andC' respectively. These
terms tend to enforce the equilibrium layer spacingd0
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52p/q0 and to align n along the smectic layer norma
Henceforth we neglect the anisotropy of the smectic ela
constants, i.e.,C[C'5Ci .

The nematic surface orientational term tends to alignn
along the easy axises at the boundary. In the lowest-orde
approximation it is written as@23,29#

f a
~n!5

Wn

2
@12~n•es!

2#, ~3a!

where Wn measures the surface orientational anchor
strength.

The smectic positional anchoring term is modelled by
simple contact coupling including up to quadratic terms
order parameter@30#

f a
~s!5

Ws

2
uc2csu2. ~3b!

It is characterized by the positional anchoring strengthWs
and the preferred smectic orderingcs at the surface.

B. Characteristic lengths

The most important characteristic lengths@1# of the un-
constrained bulk Sm-A LC are related to the decay length
perturbations in the nematic and smectic order. The sme
order parameter correlation length is given by

j5A C

1

2
@]2f h

~s!/]h2#

. ~4a!

It estimates the distance over which locally perturbed sm
tic degree of ordering vanishes. AboveTNA one finds

j5A C

a0~T2TNA /TNA!
5

j0

AT2TNA /TNA

,

where j05AC/a0 describes the bare smectic correlati
length. The nematic penetration length is defined as

l5A K

2Chb
2q0

2, ~4b!

where

hb5Aa0~TNA2T!

bTNA

stands for the bulk smectic order parameter. The penetra
length estimates the distance over which the locally indu
perturbation in nematic orientational ordering vanishes. B
lengths j and l diverge at the continuous bulkN–Sm-A
phase transition. Deep in the Sm-A phase their value is typi
cally of order of 1 nm. The ratioj/l distinguishes between
type I and type II Sm-A phases@1#. In the type II phase,
characterized roughly byj/l.1, a network of dislocations
can be stabilized if subjected to an external stress in con
to the type I phase. The results of this and previous stu
@8,18# indicate that the 8 CB smectic-A phase is of type II.
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Confining the system to a cavity introduces into the mo
additional typical lengths. The geometry of the problem
described in terms of the effective void cross section rad
R, the average distance between intersectionsRi and the av-
erage curvatureRc of voids. ForR/j@1, the system on the
average exhibits more or less a bulklike behavior. ForR
approaching the value ofj, the effects of confinement~i.e.,
finite-size effects, surface phenomena, confinement indu
randomness! are increasingly manifested.

In addition the interactions at the LC-substrate interfa
introduces the orientational@1# and positional@1,30# anchor-
ing extrapolation lengths

de
~n!5

K

Wn
, de

~s!5
C

Ws
, ~4c!

respectively. In the regimeR/de
(n).1 andR/de

(s).1 the in-
fluence of surface orientational and positional anchoring
comes important, respectively.

C. Scaling and parametrization

For convenience we introduce the scaled smectic or
parameter«5h/h0 , whereh0 describes the saturated valu
of h @i.e.,h05h(T50)#. The distances are scaled in units
R, whereR is a typical linear length in the direction perpe
dicular to the limiting boundary~i.e., in our case equals th
effective radius of CPG voids!. With this renormalization we
obtain the following expression for the dimensionless fr
energyG5F/(RCh0

2):

G5E E
Q
E d3xH K

2h0
2C

@~“8•n!21~“83n!2#

1
R2

j0
2 S t«21

«4

2 D J 1E E
V
E d3x$«2@~n•“8F

2q0R!21~n3“8F!2#1~n•“8«!21~n3“8«!2%

1E
d
E

O
d2xS R

2de
~n!

K

h0
2C

@12~n•es!
2#

1
R

2de
~s! u«eif2«se

iFsu2D . ~5!

Here“8 stands for the dimensionless nabla operator,t5T
2TNA /TNA is the reduced temperature, and«s is the scaled
smectic order parameter preferred by the surface. In this s
ing the relative importances of different terms as functions
R are clearly visible. Note that the spatial variations inf and
n typically evolve overall the available phase space. On
other hand,« varies over a distance given byj.

We originate from expression Eq.~5! to study pretransi-
tional smectic ordering numerically. For a particular mod
of a CPG matrix, we will use appropriate ansatzs for t
nematic director field and positions of smectic layers. T
spatial variation of« is then obtained numerically solvin
the Euler-Lagrange equation resulting from the minimizat
of G.
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IV. TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION OF THE SMECTIC
ORDERING

A. Pretransitional effects

We assume that the main characteristics can be infe
from a simple toy model of the CPG matrix. For this purpo
we chose an infinite cylinder of radiusR. The walls of the
cylinder enforce either tangential or homeotropic anchori
These cases reasonably simulate the orientational anch
conditions for both the nontreated~tangentional! and silane-
treated~homeotropic! CPG sample.

For tangential anchoring the smectic layers are stac
along the cylinder axis. In this case the coupling between
smectic layers and the surface is relatively weak@31# and
consequently no pretransitional effects are expected in
with experimental results.

On the contrary, for homeotropic anchoring the coupli
between smectic layers and the surface can be relati
strong leading to pretransitional phenomena. The prere
site for this is a strong enough orientational anchoring w
respect to nematic elastic forces: i.e.,R/de

(n).0. In order to
estimate the surface positional anchoring strength neces
for observable prewetting phenomena, we select a radia
rector field profile within the cylinder. The smectic ord
parameter is expected to vary only along the radial direc
characterized by the coordinater of the cylindrical coordi-
nate system@i.e., «5«(r)#. This yields a line dislocation a
the cylinder axis prohibiting smectic ordering for all tem
peratures. BelowTNA the smectic periodicity is assumed
be equal toq0 .

In a real situation the director profile is probably differe
@28# from the above one at least aboveTNA . More likely the
escaped radial-like@32# profile is realized where stron
variations are restricted to the narrow region at the cylin
axis. In this configuration the nematic director field gradua
reorients from the radial direction at the surface into the
rection along the symmetry axis at the center of the cylind
Via this ‘‘escape into the third dimension’’@32# the line sin-
gularity in n is avoided. From the smectic perspective bo
situations are similar. Since the phenomena of our inte
take place at the surface we monitor the smectic orde
with «(1)5«(r51) describing ordering at the cylinder wa
and with

^«&52E
0

1

«~r!rdr

yielding the average degree of smectic ordering in the cy
der.

With the above assumptions Eq.~5! simplifies to

G2Gn5E
0

1

rdrFR2

j0
2 ~t«21«4!1S d«

dr D 2G
1

R

2de
~s! @«~1!2«s#

2. ~6!

HereGn describes the nematic elastic free-energy contri
tion. The minimization of Eq.~6! yields the Euler-Lagrange
equations for«(r), which are solved numerically using th
relaxation method.
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In Fig. 2 we show spatial profiles«5«(r) for different
values of R/j0 and R/de

(s) above (t50.1) and below (t
520.1) the bulkN–Sm-A phase transition. At the surface
the degree of ordering is increased becauseR/de

(s).0 sup-
ports the smectic growth. Surface enhanced ordering exte
over a distance roughly given by the bulk smectic correlat
length. In the vicinity of the cylinder axis (r50) the smectic
melts because of strong nematic director field distortions

In Fig. 3 we plot «(1) and ^«& as a function oft for
different ratiosR/j0 and R/de

(s) . In our CPG samples we
haveR/j0'102. In such a case, the prewetting is eviden
manifested in̂«&, which can be determined using x-ray spe
trometry, if R/de

(s).1. The best fit to experimental results
shown in Fig. 3~c! yielding R/de

(s)'100610.

B. Smectic correlation length

The x-ray measurements reveal a dramatically differ
dependencej5j(T) in both confined samples as compar
to the bulk behavior@Fig. 1~b!#. In the bulk,j measures the
distance over which locally induced perturbations in the
gree of smectic ordering persists. In its derivation it is a
sumed thatf adopts the equilibrium profile~i.e., f5fTD
5q0z). It should be stressed that in the x-ray investigati

FIG. 2. The smectic order parameter spatial variation abovet
50.1) and below (t520.1) the bulkN–Sm-A phase transition for
different surface positional anchoring strengths.R/de

(s)5100 ~thick
line!, 10 ~thin line!, 1 ~dotted line!. ~a! (R/j0)25104, ~b! (R/j0)2

5103.
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of the CPG samples, the correlation between smectic la
cannot neglect the effect offÞfTD .

To explain qualitatively this effect, we first focus on Eq
~1! and ~5!. The only terms including the phase factor are

f f5Ch2@~n•“F2q0!21~n3“F!2#. ~7!

Assuming homogeneous ordering inn and h, one sees tha
the Euler-Lagrange equation forf does not contain any char

FIG. 3. The surface~a! and average~b! degree of smectic or-
dering as a function oft for different surface positional strength
Full line: (R/j0)25103, dotted line: (R/j0)25104. In ~c! the best
fit is shown obtained for (R/j0)25104 andR/de

(s)'100.
rs

acteristic length. Thus iff departs from its ground-state con
figuration, in whichf f50, its deformation will spread ove
the whole available space occupied by the smectic phas
the CPG samples, the most important perturbations affec
the phase are random curvatures and cavity interconnec
ness@see Fig. 4~a!#. This causesf f to be different from zero
and yields a dramatic change in thej(T) behavior.

In order to estimate this change we limit ourselves for
moment to the one-dimensional case where only variati
along thez axis are allowed. We next assume that the ph
factor departs from the bulk equilibrium layering due to t
confinement, i.e.,f5q0z1df where df5df(z). Conse-
quently aboveTNA one obtains

f 'ah21CS dh~z!

dz D 2

1Ch2S ddF~z!

dz D 2

. ~8!

Based on the already described arguments we make the
lowing approximation:

ddF~z!

dz
'

dF

jd

where jd describes the length of a typical smectic doma
~i.e., a region exhibiting smectic ordering! anddf,1 is the
change ofdf(z) across the domain. Thus the phase dist
bance can be viewed as a renormalization of the coeffic
in front of h2 ~i.e., a→a1C(dF/jd)2). Following the stan-
dard procedure of the correlation length@1# determination
one finds the equation relatingj andjd :

1

j25
a

C
1S dF

jd
D 2

. ~9!

Well aboveTNA the domain sizejd is in fact determined by
the size of smectic clusters that temporarily appear due
random fluctuations, thusjd5j. The upper value forjd is
Rd whereRd stands for the geometrically imposed doma

FIG. 4. ~a! A schematic presentation of smectic domains~shad-
owed regions! in a nontreated CPG matrix.~b! The model geometry
used to estimate the concentration of defects in CPG matrices.
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boundary. With this in mind and taking into account Eq.~9!,
one finds for the casejd,Rd :

j'A~C/a!~12dF2!, ~10a!

and in the opposite case

j'
1

Aa/C1dF2/Rd
2
. ~10b!

One sees that at relatively high temperatures the correla
length in confined samples is reduced in comparison to
bulk case because of distortions that hinder smectic order
Close toTNA we haveuau/C!1 and consequently one ge
j}Rd . On approaching the bulk phase transition,j saturates
at Rd . Note that Eqs.~10! yield correct information only
from a qualitative point of view aboveTNA . Below TNA the
variational parametersf andh are strongly coupled requir
ing a more detailed derivation.

In the CPG matrix the value ofRd depends on the ancho
ing condition that determines the direction of layer grow
For strong enough homeotropic orientational anchoring~i.e.,
R/de

(n).1) the layers grow from the surface towards t
interior of a cavity. In this case we haveRd<R. For tangen-
tial anchoringRd corresponds to an average distance
tween two adjacent void interconnections or sites of stro
curvature. This is typically larger but comparable toR. This
prediction is consistent with experimental findings show
that j for the silane-treated sample is smaller thanj for the
nontreated sample@Fig. 1~b!#.

V. DISLOCATION NETWORK

In CPG matrices various and often contradicting pert
bations enforce a finite concentration of topologically@33#
stable~screw@1,34,35# or edge@1,30,34#! line dislocations in
the ordering fieldc below TNA . The corresponding networ
of defects has no long-range order because its main orig
randomness~introduced via voids’ curvature and interco
nections!. The core of defects roughly extends over the line
size given byj. In the following we roughly estimate the rol
of dislocations on the global behavior in the silane-trea
and nontreated sample.

A. Silane-treated sample

Let us assume that the conditionR/de
(n).1 is fulfilled in

the silane-treated sample so that the homeotropic ancho
is obeyed by LC molecules. ThusWn.2.531025 J/m2 ~as-
suming K'5310212J/m, R50.2mm) must be realized
This is certainly true for the silane coating.@18# In the op-
posite case~e.g., in CPG matrices withR!1 mm) the result-
ing LC structure@28# is similar to that established in th
nontreated sample that will be considered afterwards.

For the homeotropic surface orientation of LC molecu
the curvature of voids only weakly affects the degree
smectic ordering. LC responds to voids’ curvature with lay
undulation involving mostly the nematic splay distortio
This is ‘‘allowed’’ in the smectic phase and does not for
the system to form dislocations~note that in smectic LC in
addition to topological also the geometrical requireme
on
e
g.

.
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r
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control the generation of defects in contrast to the nem
phase@36#!.

In such a case the number of dislocationsNd
( i ) is roughly

given byNd
( i )'L/Ri , whereL is the overall length of cylin-

drical voids,Ri is the average distance between interconn
tions, and indexi denotes interconnections. Our previo
study @18# indicatesRi}R and Ri.R. The volumeV0 of
essentially nematic ordering~i.e., h'0) surrounding each
line dislocation isV0'pj2R, where we assume that th
length of dislocation is roughlyR ~i.e., it exists only at the
interconnection whose size is roughlyR!. Thus the volume
Vd

( i ) occupied by dislocations is

Vd
~ i !'Nd

~ i !V0'
pLj2R

Ri
.

The average smectic parameter of the sample can be
pressed as

^h&'hb

VLC2Vd

VLC
, ~11!

where VLC5pR2L is the volume occupied by LC andVd

5Vd
( i ) the volume occupied by defects. Taking this into a

count we obtain

^h&
hb

'12
Vd

VLC
'12

j2

RiR
. ~12!

Close to the phase transitionj'R and deviations from
bulk ordering are proportional toR/Ri . Note that each inter-
section does not necessary introduce a dislocation so tha
effective value ofRi entering Eq.~11! is in fact larger. In
addition, the average smectic order inside the disloca
core is different from zero. Thus close to the transition te
perature the departures from the bulk behavior due to sm
tic dislocations is expected to be independent ofR and of the
order of a few percent. With decreased temperature the
relation length shrinks and departures from the bulk beha
gradually decrease.

For the homeotropic anchoring one expects melted sm
tic ordering at a void’s symmetry axis. The resulting melt
volume would be proportional toVd

(m)'Lpj2, giving rise to
a substantial drop in̂h& at least close toTNA which is ex-
perimentally not observed. A possible reason for this is t
softening of the smectic ordering at the center is comp
sated by an increase ofh at the surface that occupies rel
tively larger volume. This scenario is supported by the n
merical simulation given in Sec. IV A@see Fig. 2~a!#.
Another possibility is that the smectic phase locally fin
another way to resolve elastic distortions at the center, wh
requires less melting.

B. Nontreated sample

The nontreated sample enforces tangentional orientati
ordering. In this case the curvature of voids tends to loca
compress or dilate smectic layers. This is ‘‘forbidden’’ in th
smectic phase. Consequently the type I Sm-A LC would
melt. In contrast the type II Sm-A LC, to which our Sm-A
samples evidently belong, incorporates into the smectic
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dering a network of dislocations. In this way the globa
distributed stress is redistributed to finite regions~disloca-
tions!.

We next estimate the influence of curvature induced d
locations. We assume that the average void curvature isRc
as depicted in Fig. 4 and has the half-spherical shape.
total length of voids in a CPG matrix is thenL5NarcpRc ,
whereNarc determines the number of arcs. When the diff
ence between the outer@determined by the radiusRc1R in
Fig. 4~b!# and the inner void~the radiusRc2R) wall length
along the void axis equalsd0 , an edge dislocation has to b
included. Thus on going along the void axis for distancepRc
~one arc! one encounters

Nd
~c!5

p~Rc1R!2p~Rc2R!

d0
5q0R

edge dislocations. Here the superscript~c! describes ‘‘curva-
ture’’ induced dislocations. The volume that the core of ea
dislocation encompasses isV0'pj2Rd , where Rd is the
length of the dislocation. Simple geometrical facts sugg
Rd,R andRd}R. The volume of all curvature induced dis
locations is thenVd

(c)'Nd
(c)NarcV0'Lj2Rq0Rd /Rc . To esti-

mate the corresponding drop of smectic ordering we use
~10! whereVd'Vd

( i )1Vd
(c) yielding

^h&
hb

'12
j2

RiR
2

j2q0Rd

RcR
. ~13!

Thus, in this case, defects originate from random void in
connections and also from the random curvatures. As in
previous case the drop of smectic ordering is expected to
independent ofR and of order of a few percent.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We study the impact of CPG confining matrices on t
temperature evolution of smectic-A LC ordering. We inter-
pret the x-ray measurements of 8CB LC confined to the n
treated and silane-treated CPG matrix of the effective rad
R'0.2mm using the Landau–de Gennes phenomenolog
approach.

In the nontreated sample the tangential orientational
choring is realized. The coupling between the smectic d
sity wave and surface potential is relatively weak and con
quently smectic pretransitional phenomena are not obser
The smectic order parameter temperature evolution roug
resembles the bulkh5h(T) dependence. We expect that
relatively weak disorder originating from random cavity i
e

llo
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he
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r-
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al

n-
n-
e-
d.
ly

terconnections and curvatures introduces a disordered
work of smectic dislocations into the system. Consequen
the average smectic order parameter is believed to be
duced by a few percent.

In the silane-treated sample, the homeotropic orientatio
anchoring is realized. The surface positional coupling is
this case strong enough to cause pretransitional smectic
dering. The comparison of theoretical and experimental
sults suggestsR/de

(s).1. In this case the only source of nu
merous smectic dislocations are random vo
interconnections. On geometrical grounds one expects
this case, the melted regions at the voids’ symmetry axe

In both confined samples the temperature dependenc
the smectic correlation length dramatically departs from
bulk behavior. It gradually increases by lowering tempe
ture from the nematic phase and saturates roughly atR for
T!TNA . For the nontreated sample the saturation value oj
is larger as compared to the silane-treated sample. The
served behavior can be qualitatively understood in terms
our model assuming that local departures off from its bulk
value are caused by void interconnections and curvature

Note that recent results@11–17# indicate extreme sensitiv
ity of smectic prewetting phenomena on the LC-interfa
potentialWint . This is in our approach modeled by a simp
surface smectic positional anchoring term weighted with
anchoring constantWp . More elaborate theoretical ap
proaches@15# predict a finite numbern of first-order layer
transitions with increasedWint corresponding to partial wet
ting. For strong enoughWint a complete wetting regime ca
be realized via an infinite sequence of layer transitions.
in practice the high-n layer transitions are expected to b
eliminated because of surface imperfections. In addition
wetting phenomena are highly sensitive to a type of LC m
ecules@11,12,15#. In order to explore in detail the expecte
rich smectic pretransitional phenomena and nonhomoge
of the smectic ordering, we plan to extend our study to C
samples of different void sizesR and different members o
the nCB homologous series using high-resolution calori
etry.
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